In this paper, a mathematical model is designed for THz generation from a nonlinear random medium. Using nonlinear optics and Maxwell's equations a set of nonlinear wave equations are derived to give scattered electromagnetic fields from an inhomogeneous medium. First, the analysis is done with second order nonlinearity. Its scattering parameters are calculated for THz radiation. Secondly, third order nonlinearity is described in terms of the coupling of Scalar and vector field components of nonlinear wave equations. The coupling of waves results in soliton generation. Multiple nonlinear interaction in the medium also gives wide bandwidth. Speed and high bandwidth is a demand of future networks. Hence a mathematical proof is implemented for THz antennas using SHG (Second harmonic generation) and THG (Third harmonic generation) materials. These antennas are designed and simulated using GaAs as a SHG material, and Graphene with SiO2 substrate as a THG material. GaAs is used as a substrate, which radiates at 524.8 GHz giving a high bandwidth of 25 GHz. Similarly, Graphene patch antenna with SiO2 substrate radiates in THz region at 3.5THz giving very high bandwidth of 2.5THz.Graphene patch antenna shows variation in radiation and bandwidth with the change of substrate of second order and third order nonlinear material. This change is observed with the antenna geometry. The difference between a bulk material antenna for THz generation and graphene antenna is elaborated. Graphene in terms of bandwidth and radiation can be better tuned with substrate material and geometry.
Introduction
THz technology is playing an important role in the area of sensing, imaging 1 and wireless communication. This technology uses the spectrum falling between microwave and infrared radiation. It is called submillimeter radiation. These waves travel in line of sight and are nonionizing. Electromagnetic radiation from 0.3 to 10 THz falls in the THz region. Although THz waves are highly penetrating, some limitations are also there. Earth's atmosphere is a strong absorber of THz radiation in specific water vapor absorption bands so the range of THz radiation is limited enough in longrange communication 2 . However, these waves are suitable for the communication range of near 10-meter specially imaging, high bandwidth wireless networking systems for indoor systems 2 .
In the generation of THz waves nonlinear optics plays a crucial role. THz generation from nonlinear optical response of free electrons in metals has been given by Zhang et al. (2016) based on SHG, which has been studied extensively in the past few decades. The typical fields are generated using ZnTe nonlinear crystals 3 .The approximation of the nonlinear polarization of the metal surface is described by the susceptibility tensor χ ijk by solving the Maxwell's 3 equations. Using nonlinear optical properties Nano antennas can be fabricated which are resonating devices, which convert EM waves into a localized energy in THz waves. The size and geometry of the antenna will control the antenna radiation 3 .Some applications such as imaging, spectroscopy, and pharmaceutical application has been elaborated by Pawar and Zhang , .THz wave has both wave nature and particle nature. It has good penetration for some dielectric materials and nonpolar materials .Penetrability makes it a supplement for X-ray imaging and ultrasound imaging .THz radiation has a sufficiently small wavelength that it can discern small structures of millimeter size. It can therefore be used for a number of imaging applications, such as scanning of material defects, scanning of weapons, explosives and in the area of medical imaging , .
In this paper, we derive a scattered electromagnetic wave equation from a nonlinear medium using nonlinear optics. Medium is assumed as isotropic and anisotropic . Output wave is obtained by varying the susceptibility pattern of the medium. When a high intensity electromagnetic wave passes through these nonlinear medium, SHG (Second harmonic generation) and THG (Third harmonic generation) waves are generated in THz region. THG waves are generated by the Kerr nonlinearity. These nonlinear waves also produce solitons. It is also believed that stronger nonlinearities could be obtained at lower frequencies such as infrared and terahertz frequencies .
Antenna using SHG is designed in HFSS with GaAs substrate. We achieve a high bandwidth antenna. Because of high bandwidth, THz is being used for short-range high-speed data networks 5 . Nonlinear wave equation using Kerr nonlinearity is derived which has scalar and vector wave components. If these two nonlinear wave equations are coupled then we achieve a high bandwidth by taking the Fourier transform of coupled wave equations. In addition, there exists number of modes for a bounded medium. This paper focuses on the THz generation from second harmonic and third harmonic materials. Kerr nonlinearity also known as third order nonlinearity also giving THz waves, which is being generated from the centrosymmetric materials 6 .Prominent feature of nonlinear medium is the generation of new frequencies. For cubic term in polarization functional, there is nonlinear contribution to the basic frequency, which is known as self-focusing effect. It has been reported by Zielinska J.A and Mitchell, M.W., 2017, see ref [8] .There is Self-compression of high-intensity femtosecond/THz pulses using third order nonlinearity in some cases and solid materials 9 , which also gives spatiotemporal solitons, the combined action of selfcompression and self-focusing effect.
In this paper, section 2.1 gives mathematical detail description of the First order and second order harmonic wave, generation. In Section 2.2, third order Harmonic wave generation is discussed and different nonlinear material including SHG and THG are elaborated in 2.3. Section 3 describes the HFSS design of THz antenna taking GaAs substrate (SHG) and Graphene (THG) antenna with SiO2 substrate (THG). Details of experimental results and discussions are given in section 4.In section 5 difference between THz antennas using bulk material and THz antennas using nonlinear materials have been described. Section 6 gives useful applications of a nonlinear wave equation generating THz waves. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Scattering from nonlinear random medium:
mathematical analysis
Second order nonlinearity:
The far field radiation generated given by a set of nonlinear wave equations assuming a nonlinear material, which will be probe fed from a high intensity wave. A receiver can also be designed using nonlinear wave optics. If a laser source is applied at the nonlinear crystal substrate, the crystal operates in linear and nonlinear region. The incident wave polarizes the material. The polarization depends on the material is isotropic or anisotropic. In the nonlinear region, the motion of electron is in the direction of polarization. Electromagnetic field is described by a second order nonlinear differential equation with a secondary source contributed by nonlinear polarization P NL 10 .
This is an inhomogeneous wave equation where P NL is the nonlinear response drives of the electric field. Since is the measure of acceleration of the charges that constitutes the medium, this equation is consistent with the Larmour's theorem of electromagnetism which states that accelerated charges generate electromagnetic radiation 11 . The time varying polarization can act as the source of new component of the electromagnetic fields. This contributes to the polarization P in the electric dipole moment per unit volume. Electric field generated by electric current source J at a distance r assumed to be produced by the random movement of dipoles is given by
dV which is a solution to the wave equation 12 . The Helmholtz wave equation is given by-
is a propagation constant. If we take a small current because of a small dipole and the radiation field due to dipoles, travelling in the outward direction is followed by the equation, which is given by ∇ 2 + 2 = 0 (3) ( = 0) (When the point source is removed) Considering a dense pack of such dielectric sphere of dipoles of random size scattering classical waves. For example, point scatterer distributed statistically throughout random medium as described by the wave equation for the scalar field can be given by Electric field propagating in z direction is defined by-E (z, t) = ̂( , ) +̂( , ) 
In far field region E A = −jωA
Where
Hence incident field E is proportional to the A vector potential generated by an infinitesimal dipole in a volume
Which is a solution to the wave equation
Thus, fundamental wave is defined by the equation 15. The nonlinear relationship between the existing electric field E and resulting polarization P for weak excitation is linear and most optical antenna operate in this region however for strong excitation the response P depends on higher powers of E, 14 . If E has perturbation term then 
These expressions are derived by Fourier transforming the corresponding time domain expressions, which in turn may be derived by looking at the motion of an electron bound to the nucleolus by an harmonic potential and subjected to an external varying electric field and then conducting its dipole moments, based on perturbation theory for ordinary differential equations.
We consider a relation between polarization and electric field as Where polarization constitutes a secondary source current inserted into Maxwell's equations giving rise to a set of nonlinear differential equations 14 .Using Maxwell's equations for an inhomogeneous, anisotropic medium, which may be defined in terms a random medium. Again, in terms of the time varying electric and magnetic fields the Maxwell's equations can be written in the form where H is the magnetic field component. Here we assume a nonmagnetic material.
Solution to this equation is obtained by adding perturbation to the higher order harmonics of the electric field in terms of Taylor series expansion. First order electric field is calculated in terms of fundamental wave. Similarly second order perturbation in electric field is calculated in terms of fundamental wave and first order wave. Set of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous equations are obtained by solving the nonlinear wave equation 22. 
Substituting in equation 22
Comparing the δ 1 terms:
Using Green's function
Comparing the δ 2 terms we get-
is the first order scattered waves .Equation 42 is the Second Harmonic wave. 1 and 2 are the linear and nonlinear susceptibility tensors of the medium. χ 1 is a 3x3 matrix valued function of ( ω, r )while χ 2 is a 3x6 matrix valued function of ( , ). The second order nonlinear polarization P 2ω (t) 17 in terms of frequency is given by-
E ω (t) is the electric field amplitude of the nearly monochromatic fundamental wave E ω (t)e −ikr−jωt .The subscript x, y, z represent the crystal directions (1 0 0), (0 1 0) and (0 0 1).The second order nonlinear susceptibility is found in ZnTe, ZnSe and ZnS . For second order nonlinearity can also be defined in terms of first order nonlinearity 15 . χ 2 (t 1 , t 2 ) = −kε 0 3 ∫ χ 1 (t′)χ 1 (t 1 − t′)χ 1 (t 2 − t′)dt′ .There also exists a linear bound between second order polarization and first order polarization and it is also invariant under time translation. It exists for all higher polarizations.
Third order nonlinearity (Kerr nonlinearity):
Similar to second order nonlinearity we assume a volume of ∆x∆y∆z = ∆v of a nonlinear crystal which is being probe fed by a laser. In third order, nonlinearity the refractive index of the material depends on the electromagnetic energy, known as a Kerr nonlinearity. The nonlinear effect of molecular direction is an anisotropic effect .When this volume is probe fed by a laser this will acts like a cavity resonator converting to a frequency, which is produced by the coupling of nonlinear waves inside the cavity. The cavity is also compared to a Fabry Perot resonator. Hence, it is a selfstabilized cavity resonated optical frequency converter using Kerr nonlinearity.
Mathematical analysis:
If there is electric field E, magnetic field H and susceptibility variation with respect to E and H which is also known as kerr nonlinearity. The susceptibility is varying with respect to electric field and permeability is varying by magnetic field produced by the electromagnetic field.
If change in the susceptibility is defined by the following equations 18 which is defined by electric and magnetic susceptibilities. It can be written in terms of i, j, k indices as variation of susceptibility will be in three-dimensional plane.
Then Maxwell's equation 21 can be written as
Expanding equation 48 18 -
From equations 45 and 47 we can write equation 50 where α ij is the kerr coefficient for the medium-
. e j ̂)E k = M′ (50) . ′ ̂′)
Hence using equation 50 and 52 in equation 51, we get the final nonlinear wave equation, which is having scalar and vector wave components. Kavitha, etal (2016) [20] proved the coupling of magnetic and electric field vectors and produced soliton in a antiferromagnetic medium.
There is slowly varying amplitude approximations of the output of nonlinear waves, which is approximated to soliton generation in the lossless medium 16 . The approximations also leads to nonlinear Schrodinger equation 15 for the envelope as discussed in section 4.0. Third order nonlinearity in isotropic case can also be given in terms of first order susceptibility variation 21 , with the Erbium-doped fiber laser (EDFL) which is a highly nonlinear fiber generates a stable soliton pulse train of 0.81 ps duration with repetition rate of 44 MHz with average output power 92.4 μW at a 980 nm pump power of 26.8 mW.
Nonlinear materials
The second order nonlinearity is the lowest order nonlinearity and the first to be observed as intensity increases 22 .Materials without inversion symmetry are second order nonlinear material which are generally crystalline in nature. The SHG generation is due to this noncentrosymmetricity. This noncentrosymmetricity is found in many compounds like tubulin, muscle myosin found in human and animal biological cells .Because of this property of SHG, generation from noncentrosymmetric materials Biosensors are being developed 23 which can also produce a terahertz wave at the output. Some other materials ZnTe, ZnSe, LiNbO3 are also SHG / noncentrosymmetric materials. LiNbO3 is an anisotropic material, which has a high nonlinear coefficient and is widely being used in industry 17 . Third order nonlinearity is found in centrosymmetric materials, which is also lowest order of nonlinearity 15 .Farazi and Zarifkar, 2017 in 27 have implemented a SHG and XPM (cross phase modulation) based Nano switch using centrosymmetric metals .SHG from gold is inspected and implemented for plasmonic switch. One of the new material found is Graphene, which shows strong nonlinear behavior at microwave and terahertz frequencies 7 .It shows strong third order nonlinear effects due to inversion symmetry 26 . However at the interface of substrate and patch by breaking the symmetry it also behaves in the second order nonlinearity. This material shows remarkable optoelectronic properties with ultrafast response time and broad spectral range. The susceptibility value of monolayer Graphene is eight orders of magnitude higher than the same nonlinearity in normal dielectrics 28 . The large nonlinearity of Graphene is also used as a tool in FWM (four wave mixing) imaging. Graphene also shows THz electromagnetic wave radiation 28 .
THz Antennas (Experiments in HFSS)
3.1. Using a second harmonic generation material (GaAs) as a substrate a patch antenna is designed in HFSS. It verifies the scattering of electromagnetic waves from these materials when electromagnetic incident wave is incident on it. This antenna is designed with a geometry of T shape patch at the four corners with a square patch at the center shown in section 4.0. GaAs is used, as a nonlinear substrate .It is probe fed at two points 29 . Experiments were carried out using finite element method in HFSS. This experiment proves that there is high frequency emission of THz waves from the SHG material. It also gives wide bandwidth in GHz range.
3.2.
Another experiment was carried out with antenna designed using Graphene patch over a nonlinear substrate of SiO2 a third order nonlinear material 28 .The antenna is designed with a bow tie geometry. As Graphene with a loss tangent 0.05 and relative permittivity 3.2 is a highly optical nonlinear material. It radiates in THz when feeded by an electromagnetic wave at the center of the bow tie geometry. The radiation and Gain curves for this THz antenna are shown in 4.0. These results prove the scattering of electromagnetic waves in THz region from highly optical nonlinear materials.
Results and Discussions

Second order nonlinearity THz generation:
Mathematical equations 39 and 42 are simulated using Maple and Matlab softwares. Simulations (using maple) are shown in Fig. 2 .These simulations are done using integral equations. Initially in simulation current density, J is assumed as unit magnitude. Incident electric field is shown in Fig. 2 . a and 2.b.Incident wave 0 is of 85 MHz . The 3D grid with 100x100x100 cells in total simulation region is used. Discrete step size is ∆ , ∆ , ∆ =1nm∆ ∆ ∆ volume is considered for ∆ .The radiation of E1 is plotted using Maple in Fig. 2 .c. and E2 is plotted in Fig. 2.d and e. Fig. 2 .c depicts the 3-D plot of the first order perturbation to the electric field ie 1 ( , ) while Fig. 2.d . displays the wave front 3D plot of the second order perturbation 2 ( , ) to the electric field from basic perturbation theory applied to the Maxwell's equations. .This has been proved a material working at THz frequency from 0.5 to 10 THz 25 .The results vary if workspace matrix is a different matrix than the noncentrosymmetric susceptibility matrix. The autocorrelation function of perturbed wave is shown in Fig. 3. a and 3 . b. Power spectral density (psd)/ periodogram using ZnTe (noncentrosymmetric material) is shown in Fig. 4 . a. 
4.2.Third order nonlinearity and THz generation :
The simulation results of equation 50 are obtained for the third order nonlinearity. Initially we assume a cavity of a nonlinear material/photonic crystal of ∆ ∆ ∆ and a femtosecond wave is incident on it.The output nonlinear wave equation shows first order perturbation and second order perturbations in Fig. 5 . Periodogram for an isotropic case for 3 rd order nonlinearity is shown in Fig. 4 .b.The interaction between scalar and vector wave components of the nonlinear wave equation in section 2.2 is obtained by correlation between them. Taking their FFT results in a constant envelope change resulting in a new sine wave. The output of these nonlinear wave equations using equation 42 with SHG and THG materials susceptibilities also shows a multipeak spectrum in THz, the psd (power spectral density) plots shown in Fig. 4.a. and 4. b.Here different spectral peaks have different states of polarization 16 . These material susceptibilities are tested by creating a pattern of isotropic and anisotropic matrix in 2 dimensional space using Simulink model in Matlab. Fig. 6 . also shows a psd plot of the third order nonlinear wave when simulated in Matlab code. High peak of psd is shown in lower THz. 
Soliton generation:
The FFT of the cross correlation between the scalar and vector output wave components of equation 50 shows interaction between two nonlinear waves which results in a sine wave spectrum propagating through the medium. Fig.  7 .b. shows the waves propagating in the picosecond rate. Variation of output wave is from -1 to 0.This shows that these waves can propagate at low voltages, which can be propagated and received with miniature circuits. Rottwitt is generated. FFT of the output THG wave shows a wide spectrum in Fig. 8 . It gives different modes existing in the nonlinear wave. In addition, a sharp peak output power is achieved in low THz range. THz antennas are in high demand in High bandwidth communication. FFT of nonlinear wave output shows a broad pulse. All of these nonlinear processes are capable of generating new frequencies outside the input pulse spectrum. For sufficiently intense pulses, the pulse spectrum can become so broad that it extends over a frequency range exceeding 100 THz. It is also called super continuum 31 which is also relatively flat over the entire bandwidth 32 .It is proved in the experiment that using these coupling of nonlinear waves we get this super continuum effect. In this simulation, we achieve a wide spectrum of pulse in the range of 100 THz (Fig. 8.a.) .
Number of Modes and spectrogram:
Nonlinear effects in a waveguide can be used to make many active and passive components. Third order nonlinearity uses self-phase modulation(SPM) which is used in soliton formation and super continuum generation 32 .The simulation of nonlinear wave in Fig. 8.b . shows many modes propagating in the medium. The spectrogram in Fig. 8.c. shows the slowly time varying spectrum in the amplitude at each frequency. It uses the Short Time Fourier Transform ∫ < ( + /2)
With two terms there is slow variation in the amplitude spectrum at each frequency.
THz Antennas:
Second harmonic generation from a nonlinear material and THz generation from nonlinear patch is discussed in section 3. The antenna is designed with GaAs substrate and T shape patch at the four corners working as T patch resonator. (Fig. 9.a.) and (Fig. 9.b. ). The perturbation of electric and magnetic field inside the medium and their interaction causes higher order fields that result in the electromagnetic scattering of waves. Fig. 9 .c. shows the dimensions of the patch. The sum frequency generation inside the medium causes THz generation. The reflection coefficient s11 is shown in Fig. 9 .d gives cut off frequency at 524.8 GHz and high bandwidth of 25 GHz. Fig.  9 .e. shows the gain of the antenna.
Third harmonic waves are produced by the Kerr nonlinearity. We derived the mathematical equations for the susceptibility which changes with electric and magnetic fields, with applied input EM wave. THz antenna using third order nonlinearity using Graphene patch with SiO2 substrate is also simulated .The results are shown in Fig 10 a-d. Fig.10 .a. shows the design of bow tie antenna. Dimensions are shown in Fig. 10 .b. The wave input is given by the coaxial cable. S11 is obtained at the frequency 3.5THz (Fig.10. c.) .The antenna gives a very high bandwidth of 2.5 THz. The electric field radiation pattern Ez and the gain of the antenna are shown in Fig. 10. d and 10 e.
Bandwidth sensitivity to antenna material and geometry:
GaAs and SiO2 both are semiconductor materials, which gives large nonlinear optical response [6] . GaAs is known to needed whereas in that of the later third order perturbation theorem calculations are required in order to get sufficiently good approximations for the radiated field. Second harmonic generation converts almost all input incident wave to radiation [6] .It is a quantum mechanical process where two photons of are destroyed and a photon of 2 is simultaneously created. Moreover in the former case 1 ± Antenna geometry also plays an important role here. In an experiment using graphene as a rectangular patch with SiO2 substrate, 35 it shows strong absorption in the 5.2THz and 8.5THz and with a bow tie geometry. Graphene patch with SiO2 substrate shows S11 at 3. 36 at 120 GHz. Hence, High-speed data transmission using large bandwidth is possible with nanoscale using some newly found materials such as Graphene, Carbon Nano tubes ,Gold and Silver 37 . Hence, materials can control the bandwidth as well as radiation in the THz region. As we discussed that both antenna material and geometry controls the Antenna bandwidth. Antenna geometry has dominant role to control the bandwidth as spiral antennas show variation in radiation and bandwidth with single aperture, which is independent of frequency [49] . On the other hand, if the material is for example a 3 rd order nonlinear material it may contain 1 + 2 + 3 as dominant frequencies but not 1 , 2 , 3 individually. Third order nonlinear material (SiO2 and Al2O3) 38, 39 with Graphene shows increase in bandwidth as compared with the substrate of second order nonlinear material(GaAs).Graphene with Si waveguide has also achieved supercontinum effect with pulse compression which is very important to boost the speed and capacity of the future networks 40 . Hence, choosing appropriate geometry of the SHG and Kerr nonlinear material one can design a micro strip Nano patch antenna for THz radiation depending on its applications.
Comparison of modelling Graphene antenna with normal bulk material antenna:
The design in the normal bulk material and the microwave region shows intrinsic impedance losses 41 .Physics of bulk material depends on the carrier dynamics for example Fe doped in bulk GaInAs 42 .Carrier lifetime should be ultrashort in these materials for possible photoconductive switching. It is found that Fe doped GaInAs is highly resistive and has sub picoseconds carrier lifetime 42 . Permittivity and permeability can be controlled by static E and H field consecutively in Ferroelectric bulk material 43 . It gives polarization configurability. Drawback of using Ferroelectric bulk material is that at the thickness of millimeters their conductivity becomes very high which can also degrade the performance of the antenna. Antenna configurability is useful in more complex controls. However full exploitation of antenna functionality may require dedicated signal processing and it has more complicated fabrication procedures as compared to traditional antennas 43 . Antenna dynamic configuration is possible by using miniaturization in graphene 38 .Properly sized graphene in nanoscale gives THz antennas 44 , which has strong nonlinear optical properties. It has third order nonlinearity and four wave mixing property, which can be used for imaging. These antennas can be controlled by static electric and magnetic fields 45 . Graphene gives SPP (Surface Plasmon Polaritron) waves at terahertz band and in addition can be tuned by means of doping some materials 46 .SPP waves are excited at the interface between graphene and dielectric material. Properties of the surface waves 47 can be controlled by tailoring the geometrical parameters of these antennas. Graphene also has mechanical flexibility .Its conductivity is the main property. TM surface Plasmon are created at the two dielectric layer interface due to which there is variation in the conductivity 48 . Conductivity of Graphene changes from DC to Terahertz band up to visible band. Hence, graphene based Nano antennas in micrometer size are able to work for Nano networks at Terahertz bands.
Applications:
Materials with excellent photo physical properties and large optical nonlinearities have many potential applications including fast optical communication, all optical switching; optical limiting 7 .Other than this some major applications of nonlinear optics are given below: 6.1. Inverse scattering: Using nonlinear wave optics, we can extract the parameters of an unknown object or a medium 15, 34, 34 .The techniques are used in inverse scattering. 6.2. Optical Nano switch: Second order nonlinearity can be used as a Nano switch. Nano switch is made of nonlinear crystal, where a pump wave controls the output wave. These devices are used in active devices and gives wide scope for low power applications 27 . 6.3. RF Imaging: THz waves produced by optical nonlinearities are of the wavelength of a molecular size.It is penetrable to mm to micrometer wavelengths and non ionizing hence can be used to detect buried objects,hidden objects.In these equipments radiator transmits waves by passing through a nonlinear medium and detector detects that medium which is the main cause of its generation hence can be used as a sensor. By using signal processing techniques 18 ,image is enhanced and details are obtained. Therefore in Military application, security imaging and in secured data communication THz technology has to play significant role and it has potential for imaging, communication and sensors.
Application in clinical and preclinical research:
As the THz waves are nonionizing unlike X-ray imaging so not causing any damage to the tissues. Certain biological materials as discussed in one are highly polarizable, as these materials are assembled from fairly ordered, large noncentrosymmetric structures 2, 23 . Alteration of biological materials in a diseased state affects the level of SHG obtained from the imaged tissue, making it a useful optical property for diagnostic purposes by nonlinear optical materials 2, 23 . Promising application are in the inspection of biomedical tissue, separation of tumor cells from normal tissues, threedimensional view of tooth decay 30 . Therefore in medical imaging it has now become possible to design sensors in which we can detect a defect or foreign cells in the biological tissue.
Conclusion
Here in this paper we derived set of equations for emission of SHG and THG waves from an optical nonlinear material .The simulations were performed for isotropic and aniosotropic materials which gives THz radiation. These SHG and THG waves which are obtained by nonlinear materials are the main source of THz waves. Parameters are also obtained using matlab code and HFSS model using Finite element method. In the Antenna design we use a nonlinear substrate of GaAs which proves THz radiation from second order nonlinearity. Graphene antenna with SiO2 substrate which falls in the third order nonlinear materials gives results in THz range also with wide bandwidth in THz.Hence taking different geometry of these antennas based on SHG and THG materials different Terahertz antennas can be designed for different applications.As compared to the normal bulk antennas these antennas are easily tunable in micrometer length in terms of radiation and bandwidth. These antennas also give solutions to the inverse scattering and imaging techniques.
